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Abstract

This paper describes the current SLAC R&D program to
develop room tem~rature accelerator structures for the Next
Linear Collider (NLC). me s~ctures are designd to operate at
11.4 GHz at an accelerating gradient in the range of 50 to
100 MV/m. In the past year a 26 cm constant-impedance
traveling-wave section, a 75 cm constant-im~dmce traveling-
wave section, and a 1.8 m traveling-wave section with detuned
deflecting modes have been high-power tested. The paper
presents a brief description of the RF test setup, the design and
manufacturing details of the structures, and a discussion of test
results includlng field emission, RF processing, dark current
spwtrum and RF breakdown.

Experimental Setup.,
Accelerator structures descriti in this paper were dl testi

in the Accelerator Structure Test Area (ASTA) facility located

-.

Fig. 1. Layout of the Accelerator S~cture Test Area.

Fig. 2. Experimental setup for high-power tests of the 75
raveling-wave section.
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inside a shielded area. As shown in Fig. 1, ASTA consists of a
gun and beam focusing system, a prebuncher, a pre-accelerator,
a precision rail for mounting the accelerator sections to be
tested, and a 45” spectrometer capable of analyzing electron
beam energies up to 200 MeV with a resolution of kO.5%.
The accelerator structures are powered by a SLAC X-Band
Mystron followed by a SLED-II pulse compression system.

Accelerator Structures

The characteristics and main RF parameters of the
traveling-wave (TW) X-Band sections are shown in Table 1.
The short (7-cavity) standing-wave (SW) structure is listed here
ody for reference.

The 26 cm (30-cavity) constant-impedmce structure was
constructed out of simple self-jigging nesting cups, which
were then brazed together. The input end was quipped with a
symmetrically fed coupler designed to minimize the phase and
amplitude asymmetries in the coupler fields.

The 75 cm (86-cavity) constant-impedace section (see
Fig. 2) was a design prototype for longer X-Band structures.
Water cooling tubes and parallel vacu~m pumping manifolds
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Fig. 3. First 1.8 m detuned accelerator section.

were integrated into each cell. The cells were made by single-
point diamond turning to produce optical quality surface
finishes, with cavity and tils diameter tolerances of *2.5 pm.

me 1.8 m (206-cavity) detuned structure (see Fig. 3) is a
fwst model for the MC Test Accelerator at SLAC. Each cavity
has a different diameter, iris diameter, and disk thickness so as
to detune the higher-order dipole modes in a Gaussian pattern
while keeping a constant 2n/3 phase shift per cavity for the
accelerating mode. Six cavities have radial pumping holes to
two outer vacuum manifolds. The manifolds increase the
pumping speed by an order of magnitude. This improvement is
considered necessary to handle the increased gas load resulting
from high peak power operation.

Experimental Results

C The main RF parameters and experiment results for the
three traveling-wave X-Band accelerator structures are summa-
rized in Table 1. -.

The 6 cm and early 26 cm structure test results were
reported in a previous paper [1]. After the RF system was
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Fig. 4. Peak dark current measured by a downstream
Faraday cup for the 26 cm traveling-wave section as a
function of average accelerating gradient for three stages
of RF processing.
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Fig. 5. ScintillatorPhotomultiplier output, Input RF pulse,
Output RF pulse, and Dark Current Waveforms for the 75 cm
traveling-wave section at average accelerating gradient of
80 MV/m.

upgraded, the peak input power for the 26 cm structure was
increased from 75 MW to 116 MW. It took 20 hours of RF
processing to bring the accelerating gradient at the beginning of
the 26 cm structure up to 108 MV/m. This corresponded to an
average accelerating gradient of more than 100 MV/m.
Figure 4 shows the dark current as a function of average
accelerating gradient. The dark current was reduced by a factor
of more than 20 after proper RF processing.

Figure 5 shows various oscilloscope traces for the 75 cm
TW structure tests. The overshoot in the beginning of the dark
current pulse is believed to be caused by more electrons being
captured in the first 30 ns of the RF pulse when the higher
frequency transient due to the fast rise time results in a lower ~
phase velocity. The scintillator/photomultiplier output pulse
gives a fairly good indication of the X-ray intensity caused by
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Fig. 6 Average dark current at a fixed spectrometer slit as
a function of electron energy for two different gradients in
the 75 cm traveling-wave accelerator section.
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Fig. 7. Calculated peak surface and accelerating gradient
~ong the 1.8 m detuned accelerator section.

bremsstrahlung of field emitted electrons. Figure 6 shows the
momentum-analyzed average dark current measured for two
different gradients with the 45° spectrometer (refer back to
Fig. 1). The collimator slit width was set at 5.3 mm. The

- relatively flat top of the two curves indicates that the dark
current was captured fairly unifotiy along the structure.

For the 1.8 m detuned structure, the accelerating gradient
along the length is shown in Fig. 7. The profile is almost flat
like in a conventional constant-gradient structure: the first
cavities have a thinner disk, larger iris aperture,. and somewhat
lower accelerating field; the last cavities have a thicker disk,
smaller iris aperture, and somewhat higher accelerating field.
The peak surface field on the disk edges varies by less than 5%
along the whole structure. Figure 8 is a record of the RF
processing: it took 30 hours over a two-day period to reach an
average accelerating gradient of 50 MVlm. Figure 9 shows
input and output RF waveforms for the two arms of the
couplers. For a total peak input of 98 MW and output of
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Fig. 8. Radio fr~uency processing schedule for the 1.8 m
detund accelerator section.
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Fig. 9. Input and output RF waveforms for the 1.8 m
detuned section at average accelerating gradient of 53 MVlm.

27.6 MW, the average accelerating gradient was 53 MVlm.
The dark current as a function of accelerating gradient was
plotted in Fig. 10 to be compared with the results for the
75 cm section. Note that there was not enough RF power
available to process the 1.8 m structure to even higher
gradient. According to our experience [2], the dark current
might have been further reduced if the available RF processing
power had &n higher.
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Fig. 10 Peak dark current measured by a downstream
Faraday cup for the 75 cm constant-imp~nce and the
1.8 m detuned section as a function of average
accelerating gradient.
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